Phonak Roger Touchscreen Mic Small Group Mode Quick Guide

Lanyard Mode

The Roger Touchscreen Mic is typically worn by the teacher for whole group instructional settings with the lanyard placed around the neck and the Mic within about 8 inches from the mouth. When worn in the Lanyard Mode position a single green bar will be illuminated at the top of the display screen.

Small Group Mode

To activate Small Group Mode, place the Touchscreen Mic flat in the center of a small table within about 2-3 feet from all students. You will see four green lights illuminated forming a circle. This indicates that the Small Group Mode has automatically been activated.

**If more than one microphone is being used in the classroom (for team teaching or a sound field speaker system), ONLY the Primary Touchscreen Mic can be used in the Small Group Mode.

When Small Group work is finished, the teacher needs only to pick up the Touchscreen Mic and place the lanyard around their neck, adjusting the mic to the standard 8 inches from the mouth, the microphone automatically returns to whole group lanyard mode.

All other Secondary Microphones will automatically be enabled.